MetalGate Massacre vol.5: the ultimate battle approaching!
On Saturday, April 5, 2014, the Prague based club Nová Chmelnice hosted the second
semifinal round of the fifth installment of metal bands contest MetalGate Massacre, which
brought the clash between the death-black metal band Draco Hypnalis from Zlín, the metalcrossover act The Revolt from Pelhřimov, the nu-metal/metalcore formation Foursquare
from Moravský Písek and the violence-electronica project All Friends Dead from Turnov, for
the advancement to the Grand Finale.
The result was once again delivered by voting of fans on site, this time smaller in numbers
but all the more supportive, as well as of the committee, composed of Serpenth (bass
guitarist of Belphegor), Petr Korál (iconic Czech music journalist and anchor at Radio Beat
and Radio 1), Filip Robovski (bass guitarist of Kryptor), Pepa Tuháček (music journalist
and operator of Rocklina.cz e-zine) and, representing the layman metal fandom, Vlado
(founder of Extaza initiative).
The verdict? With 23 votes in total, The Revolt claimed the first place. All Friends Dead
ended second with 22 votes. The third place was gained by Foursquare with 19 votes, and
the final fourth by Draco Hypnalis with 10 votes.
The Revolt and All Friends Dead thus advanced into the final act of this year’s
Massacre!
Indeed, the fifth installment of MetalGate Massacre is almost over. Only one thing remains, to
select the overall winner, which shall be decided on the Grand Finale, taking place on
Saturday, April 26, 2014, again in Nová Chmelnice. The final clash shall pit DESIRE FOR
SORROW, SELF DEFENCE and the aforementioned THE REVOLT and ALL FRIENDS
DEAD against each other.
Additionally, the Finale shall also feature an appearance of a special guest, the popular
crossover band from Prague ATARI TERROR!
Take note, this time we begin at 19:00. Doors at 18:00. Free entrance as usual!
Come to support your favorites! See you there!
www.metalgate.cz

